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The Center for Energy and Value Issues (CEVI) is the label of an association of practitioners and
academics in the energy finance field. The association and CEVI are governed by a board, with André B.
Dorsman and its chair and Mehmet Baha Karan as its vice chair, see also our regular publications.
Anyone who receives the Energy and Value Letter is considered to be linked to our association.
CEVI is a foundation under Dutch law. It organizes conferences, provides trainings, participates in
workshops, issues a periodical, involves in various publications and more. In doing so, data on
whereabouts of our “members” (strictly speaking a foundation cannot have these though) are used.
Because of this, CEVI has to adhere to EU regulation. This is the General Data Protection Regulation EU
(GDPR).
CEVI is careful with the data that we assemble about our “members”. We do not share the information
you provide to us with others than strictly necessary for performing our organization’s tasks. We do not
keep any private information of whatever kind other than the one you provide us with. The only regular
database that we maintain contains a list of email addresses with even no names attached to it.
The information that we share with you has to do with upcoming conferences and workshops, the Energy
and Value Letter (EVL) and other announcements that we hope you do appreciate. If, however, you do
not want to receive information of such kind from CEVI anymore, you can unsubscribe by simply
sending an email to Wim Westerman (w.westerman@rug.nl). You can do so at any time you wish.
Anyone who does not maintain an operating email address with CEVI is automatically considered not to
be a “member” of CEVI and is therefore thought of as not adhering to our association (anymore). New
“members” are advised as such by other members and of course also by themselves. CEVI conference,
workshops and trainings participants, as well as CEVI outlet authors are registered with us upfront.

